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Abstract: A new shunt STATCOM based on modular multilevel converter (MMC) was researched, but the performance 
of modular multilevel converters (MMC) was affected directly by higher harmonic and the circulating current. The paper 
presents a new topology of modular multilevel converter (MMC), which is based on LCL filter. MMC-STATCOM by 
combination of LCL was researched based on mathematical model of MMC-STATCOM. Based on it, the values of the 
leg inductance and filter inductance were redefined. And a parallel filter capacitor has been designed between them. 
Therefore, a new topology of MMC-STATCOM has been composed which is conducive to output characteristics and the 
circulating current suppression. The paper researched on the influence of elements on the system, and the algorithm of el-
ements were given. Moreover, a new control strategy based on filter capacitor feed-forward was put forward .The effec-
tiveness and feasibility of the proposed control strategy have been verified by the simulation performed based on 
MATLAB.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

With the development of power and electronic technolo-
gy, multilevel converter research has become a hot topic in 
the field of high voltage and high power. The unique struc-
tural characteristics of Modular Multilevel Converters 
(MMC), especially the superiority of MMC in treating reac-
tive power gradually, make it a hot topic of research. In 2001, 
a German scholar A.L esnicar et al. put forward a new type 
of Modular Multilevel Converter (MMC). Each phase con-
sisted of two legs. In existing studies, Literature [1] empha-
sized the structural characteristics and control strategy of 
MMC. Literature [1, 2] expounded that MMC can be applied 
to the field of offset. But as MMC-STATCOM is mostly 
operated under high voltage and high power conditions, the 
requirements for the output offset current of MMC-
STATCOM are high. Therefore, it is of great research value 
to improve the output properties of MMC-STATCOM and 
reduce higher harmonic, especially switching subharmonic. 
But the existing literature seldom studies in this aspect.  

Since there exists energy exchange between interphase 
and DC side, MMC-STATCOM produces interphase circu-
lating current [3-5]. Harmonic component in interphase cir-
culating current will increase the power consumption of 
equipment and pose hidden threats to the stable operation of 
equipment. Literature presented a Circulating Current Sup-
pressing Controller (CCSC) under a Second Harmonic Gen-
eration (SHG) negative sequence rotating coordinate system. 
It required SHG negative sequence coordinate transfor-
mation and interphase decoupling. Literature [6-10] set up a 
MMC internal dynamic mathematical model, analyzed the  
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internal dynamic characteristics of MMC and proposed an 
energy balance control strategy based on MMC leg energy 
estimates. This strategy suppressed the size of harmonic cir-
culating current to a certain extent, without the need of coor-
dinate transformation. Literature [11] achieved the effect of 
circulating current suppression by analyzing the internal 
mechanism of circulating current and increasing leg induct-
ance. 

M. Lindgren and J. Svensson proposed solving the above 
problems with LCL filter on two-level STATCOM. The im-
pedance value of LCL filter is inversely proportional to the 
flowing current frequency. The higher the frequency is, the 
smaller the impedance will be. High frequency harmonic can 
be filtered out. In moderate and high power applications, the 
advantage is even more obvious [12-14]. So, in view of the 
existing problems, this article, based on the existing MMC-
STATCOM topology, adds filter capacitor between leg in-
ductance and filter inductance and builds a LCL filter, allow-
ing MMC-STATCOM to reduce higher harmonic and sup-
press interphase circulating current effectively. This article 
redesigns the parameters of LCL filter inductance and pre-
sents a current feed-forward control strategy to add capaci-
tance based on a leg inductive closed loop current. Through 
simulation experiment, the validity of the proposed topology 
and the effectiveness of the control strategy are verified. 

2. ESTABLISHMENT OF A LCL-FILTER-BASED 
MMC-STATCOM TOPOLOGY 

Assuming Fig. (1) shows a LCL-filter-based MMC-
STATCOM topology. Each leg is composed of 1 leg induct-
ance and n sub modules in series. The upper and lower legs 
of each phase form a unit. In theory, the upper and lower 
legs of each phase in MMC-STATCOM are equivalent to 
one controlled voltage source respectively. The port voltages 
of upper and lower legs are defined as:  
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V!" = s!"E  !
!!!  (1) 

V!" = s!"E  !"
!!!  (2) 

Where sjk is the switching function of module, E is the 
stable value of modular voltage. As the three-phase legs of 
MMC-STATCOM are independent and their working prin-
ciples are exactly the same, j-phase is taken as an example 
for analysis, thus,  

V!" =
!
!
V!" − V!" + !!

!

!(!!"!!!")

!"
   (3) 

Where ipj and inj are the upper and lower leg currents of j-
phase respectively. Again, as the leg currents of j-
phase,isj=inj-ipj, the formula above can be summed up as fol-
lows: 

V!`! =
!
!
V!" − V!" + !!!

!!!"
!"
   (4) 

Where L′a=La/2+Ls, i.e., an equivalent circuit of A-phase 
MMC-STATCOM can be derived, as shown in Fig. (2a). 

Take L′a in the equivalent circuit as the inverter side in-
ductance in the new topology, build a LCL filter on this basis 
and derive an equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. (2b). In this 
figure, L1 is the new equivalent leg inductance of MMC-
STATCOM, L2 is the filter inductance of new MMC-
STATCOM, Cf is the filer inductance. A LCL-filter-based  
 

MMC-STATCOM is thus established. For LCL filter, the 
addition of damping resistance can reduce the resonance 
peak of the system and increase the stability of the system. 
But the addition of damping resistance also increases the 
damping loss of the system. Damping loss of the system is 
determined by many factors simultaneously. For MMC-
STATCOM system with LCL filter, reactive fundamental 
current can’t get through the filter capacitor. While after add-
ing damping resistance, the effect of resonance current can 
be ignored. Therefore, the damping loss of the system is 
mainly caused by switching subharmonic [15]. 

3. EFFECT OF LCL FILTER ON MMC-STATCOM 
PERFORMANCE AND PARAMETER DESIGN 

3.1. Inverter Side Inductance 

(1) As the three-phase units in MMC are independent, as 
if connected to both ends of the DC side in parallel, the DC 
voltage of each phase can’t be completely equal. So there 
will always be interphase circulating current. Through analy-
sis, it can be confirmed that MMC interphase circulating 
current not only contains DC components, but also duplation 
circulating current and negative sequence circulating current. 
The peak value of this circulating current is:  
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Fig. (1). Basic Structure of MMC-STATCOM. 
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I!" =
!
!
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Where S is the output apparent power, ω is the angular 
frequency of modulated wave and  !!" is the average voltage 
of Module Csm. It can be observed from the above formula 
that increasing L1 will be beneficial to the suppression of 
duplation circulating current. 

  !1 ≥ !
!!!!!"

!
!!!"

+ !!"    (6) 

(2) The tracking requirement for command current. From 
the variation rate of sine wave, fundamental current produces 
the maximum variation rate at Zero Crossing Point (ZCP). 
At this point, inductance should be the lower limit within the 
effective range, in order to meet the tracking requirement. 

As shown in Fig. (3), at this point, A-phase current is lo-
cated at ZCP. The positive direction of current is toward the 
system side. The up and down directions of current is corre-
sponding to the on and off of switch tube. 

(3) The suppression requirement for harmonic at switch-
ing frequency. When current reaches the peak, the variation 
rate of current is the minimum. But at this point, the current 
fluctuation will reach the peak. Only when induction is the 
maximum within the effective range will the suppression 
requirement for harmonic at switching frequency be satisfied. 
At this point, the value range of induction required by the 
suppression of harmonic at switching frequency is analyzed, 
as in Fig. (4). 

 

Take two circumstances (2) and (3) into consideration. 
The derived range of leg inductance is  

!!"
! !!!!!

!!!"∆!!"#!!"
≤ !1 ≤ !!"!!!

!!!!!
   (7) 

Where ua and Ia are the A-phase voltage and current. fsw is 
the switching frequency of power component. 

To sum up, the inductance value should not only satisfy 
the requirement for command current, but also be able to 
suppress interphase circulating current effectively. But if the 
value of inverter side inductance is too large, it may increase 
the volume and engineering costs. Thus, inductance just 
needs to be the minimum of value range [16-18]. 

3.2. Grid Side Inductance 

Both the harmonic attenuation ratio σ and resonance fre-
quency ωres of LCL system may affect the value of grid side 
inductance, so their effect must be taken into full considera-
tion when designing grid side inductance. 

The resonance frequency of LCL system is defined as 
follows:  

!!"# =
!!!!!
!!!!!!

   (8) 

For high frequency harmonic, grid side inductance pre-
sents high impedance. While as filter capacitor can filter out 
higher harmonic, it presents low impedance, so the switching  
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Fig. (2). Equivalent Circuit of A-phase MMC-STATCOM. 
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Fig. (3). Maximum Variation Rate. 
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frequency subharmonic content in the final reactive current 
output by the system is very little. 

The attenuation ratio of switching subharmonic of MMC-
STATCOM can be obtained by calculation, as shown in 
Formula 9: 
!!(!!")
!!(!!")

= !
!!!!"! !!!!

   (9) 

Where i2(hsw) is the switching subharmonic in output cur-
rent (A); 

i1(hsw) is the switching subharmonic in inverter side cur-
rent (A); 
ωsw is the angular frequency of switching subharmonic 

(rad/s). 
L2/L1<1, the resonance frequency of the system can be 

simplified to get ω2
res≈1/LgCf,, it means 1≈ω2

resLgCf. Thus, 
Formula (8) can be rewritten as the following approximate 
form: 
!!(!!")
!!(!!")

= !
!!!! !!"#! !!!"!

  (10) 

When calculating the value of grid side inductance, first 
of all, determine i2(hsw)/ i1(hsw), which is the attenuation ratio 
of switching subharmonic, and then select an appropriate 
resonance frequency ωres. After that, the value of grid side 
inductance can be determined. 

It is worthy that to ensure that LCL filter filters out high-
er harmonic, resonance frequency can’t be too large. When 
the value of inverter side inductance and grid side inductance 
is determined, on the premise that filter capacitor Cf  meets 
the requirement of the system for reactive power, Cf should 
be as large as possible. As the reactive current output by  
 

MMC-STATCOM must inject load smoothly, so resonance 
frequency ωres should choose half of the switching frequency 
as far as possible and avoid harmonic amplification. 

3.2. Filter Capacitor 

Reactive current presents high impedance to filter capaci-
tor, while switching sub harmonic is just the opposite. Be-
sides, it may produce reactive power when passing through 
the filter capacitor bypass. And the capacitance is propor-
tional to the injected reactive current. The attenuation ratio 
of harmonic is inversely proportional to capacitance, but the 
increase of capacitance will cause a lot of negative effect to 
the system. The attenuation ratio of harmonic can be reduced 
by adjusting the selection of other parameters. Therefore, the 
value of filter capacitor should be as small as possible and 
suppress the effect of filter capacitor on the system as far as 
possible. Thus, the value of filter capacitor is related to the 
rated power of the system. Generally, it is defined as five 
percent of the rated power of the system. 

! ≤ 0.05× !
!!"!!"#$

!   (11) 

Where f is the fundamental frequency of grid(Hz); 
P is the rated power of MMC-STATCOM (KVA); 
Eline is the effective value of grid line voltage (V). 

4. ADDITION OF CAPACITIVE CURRENT FEED-
FORWARD CONTROL TO THE LEG INDUCTANCE 
CURRENT CLOSED LOOP 

For MMC-STATCOM structure, it has leg inductance 
and filter inductance, so the current control in present study  
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Fig. (4). Maximum Fluctuation of Current. 
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Fig. (5). Active Damping Strategy Based on Filter Capacitor Current. 
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is based on leg current, which is inverter side inductance 
current. While for LCL structure, due to the introduction of 
filter capacitor, the system changes from first-order to third-
order. If not controlled, no matter how small the open loop 
gain is, a pole will always appear in the right half plane of 
the complex plane and make the system instable. For the 
above problems, this article presents an improved filter ca-
pacitor feed-forward control strategy. In traditional capaci-
tive current feed-forward control, the characteristics of ca-
pacitor per se causes phase shifting between the sampled 
feed-forward current and the grid side current, which makes 
phase inaccurate and affects the offset accuracy. Therefore, 
the improvement made in this article is to introduce a low-
pass filter to the current feed-forward link. After passing 
through low-pass filtering, feed-forward current only re-
serves low frequency components. In this way, the current 
loop phase difference in the original control can be made up 
and the offset accuracy can be improved effectively. 

The steady-state error is: 

  

e(s) = i2
!(s)" i2(s)

= i2
!(s)# (1"

Gi (s)G1(s)G2(s)G3(s)
1+G1(s)G2(s)+G2(s)G3(s)+Gi (s)G1(s)G2(s)G3(s)

)
 

Inverter side current i1, offset current i2 and attenuation 
ratio of harmonic current are inferred as follows:  

  
i1 = i2

! Gi (s)G1(s)+Gi (s)G1(s)G2(s)G3(s)
1+G1(s)G2(s)+G2(s)G3(s)+Gi (s)G1(s)G2(s)G3(s)
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5. SIMULATION VERIFICATION 

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed MMC 
circulating current suppressor, this article carries out a simu-
lation experiment. Under Matlab/Simulink platform, the pa-
rameters of MMC-STATCOM system are set up as in Table 
1. The modulation strategy adopts dual modulation carrier 
phase-shifting PWM modulation technology, with 180 de-
grees phase deviation. Table 1 shows the MMC-STATCOM 
experimental parameters of the added LCL-filter. MMC is 
the experimental parameter of the original topology. 

Fig. (6) shows the comparison between traditional MMC-
STATCOM and MMC-STATCOM with LCL filter in output 

Table 1. The Parameters of Circuit. 

Parameters Symbols LCL+MMC MMC 

DC bus voltage/V dcU  200 200 

Phase voltage amplitude/V   Um  
170 170 

Leg inductance/mH 1L  4.2 2 

Submodular capacitor/µF SMC  2200 2200 

Carrier frequency/kHz fs 1.2 1.2 

Filter capacitor/µF fC  
1.5 3.5 

Filter inductance/ mH L
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Fig. (6). Comparison of Output Current. 
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current. As the original topology cannot suppress high fre-
quency harmonic quite well, there is a large amount of 
switching subharmonic in output current, leading to too 
many offset current glitches. While after adding LCL filter, 
it can be seen that switching subharmonic is significantly 
reduced. The current becomes smoother. 

Fig. (7) shows a local amplification of command and off-
set current/A represents the command current, if represents 
the offset current. From the figure, if the variation of com-
mand current can be ignored, after adding an improved con-
trol strategy, the offset current accuracy will be improved 
and errors will be reduced. 

Fig. (8) shows a harmonic analysis diagram of both cur-
rents. From the diagram, their performance in low frequency 
is basically the same. But the attenuation capacity of MMC-
STATCOM with LCL-filter at switching frequency is far 
better than the traditional topology. The proportion of 
switching harmonic is significantly reduced. But it can also 
be seen that the harmonic in the middle of new topology to 
the nearby of frequency has been amplified. The addition of 
damping resistance can attenuate resonance and suppress 
resonance peak effectively. 

Fig. (9) shows a comparison between both currents in the 
suppression effect of circulating current. The circulating  
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Fig. (7). Local Amplification of Command and Offset Current. 
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current of MMC-STATCOM fluctuates between -3A and 3A. 
While after reconfiguring LCL parameters, the peak value of 
circulating current is not more than 0.35A, only about 5% of 
the original. Thus, the suppression effect on the internal cir-
culating current of MMC-STATCOM is very distinct.  

6. CONCLUSION 

For the switching subharmonic and interphase circulating 
current existing in the output current of MMC-STATCOM, 
this article designs a MMC-STATCOM based on LCL-filter, 
adds filter capacitor to the hardware topology and redefines 
the value range of leg inductance and filter inductance. In 
control strategy, based on the original control, an improved 
filter capacitor current feed-forward control is introduced, to 
make up the phase difference of the original control. The 
content of switching subharmonic is reduced, interphase cir-
culating current is suppressed and the waveform of leg cur-
rent is greatly improved. The simulation results prove that 
this topology is easy to implement, in favor of the stable op-
eration of MMC-STATCOM and is of certain value in engi-
neering application. 
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